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Our Story
DMA Investment Management GmbH is an independent asset management
company with its legal domicile in Zurich, Switzerland. It provides asset
management and investment advisory services to institutional and
professional investors as well as to funds and collective investment
schemes.
Whilst many asset managers utilise individual style and experience, DMA
Investment Management is focused on using data analysis, algorithmic
trading and big data style approach to producing trading signals. This
approach has been hugely successful for many trading firms continues to
be the foundation of our trading system.
Within your overall asset allocation strategy, we help you focus on
generating stable returns for your alternative investment portion by either
providing suitable products or advise you as an external investment
manager. Our trading experience and past returns show above benchmark
performance independent of the market conditions (investment strategy
non-correlated to traditional markets).
Using decades of experience in supporting trading environments, funds and
brokers, the founders of DMA Investment Management are consolidating
the best practices of technical trading signals and creating a fund that has
the key main principles:
Low risk strategies, considerably low leveraged
Documented risk management rules
Consistent profitability despite market events (trading strategies not
correlated to traditional securities markets)
The company operates in line with Swiss financial regulations for asset
managers and qualifies as a financial intermediary according to the Swiss
Federal Act on Combating Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing. DMA
Investment Management GmbH is a member of The Financial Services
Standards Association (VQF), a Self-Regulatory Organisation (SRO) officially
recognised by the Federal Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA).
DMA Investment Management GmbH is supervised by VQF with regard to
the combating of money laundering and the prevention of the financing of
terrorism.
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What we offer
Overview
We provide asset management and investment advisory services to
institutional and professional investors as well as to funds and collective
investment schemes. Our focus is gold spot trading.
Whilst many asset managers utilise individual style and experience, DMA
Investment Management is focused on using data analysis, algorithmic
trading and big data style approach to producing trading signals. This
approach has been hugely successful for many trading firms continues to
be the foundation of our trading system.
Within your overall asset allocation strategy, we help you focus on
generating stable returns for your alternative investment portion by either
providing suitable products or advise you ass an external investment
manager. Our trading experience and past returns show above benchmark
performance independent of the market conditions (investment strategy
non-correlated to traditional markets).
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Trading Strategy
It is of paramount importance that our investors know the core principles
which underpin our trading strategies, and details of those strategies
themselves.
Transparency and openness with our investors are key to our more ethical
approach to trading compared to any other asset management firm.
At our core, we stress the value of risk management, and a complete
prevention of over-leveraging. We do not believe in trading beyond the
capacity of any trading account and this allows us to trade with a balance of
low risk and reliable performance. All investment require review and
pre-approval by a team of senior traders at DMA Investment Management.
We trade using proprietary trading signals, that we have developed and
fine-tuned in the past. This technical approach has the following
characteristics:
Simplified mathematical approach to data analysis: we do not require
complex computation or modelling. Modelling itself is distant from the
price movement of any asset. Our analysis is done with data sets at the
most several days in the past for the majority of our trading.
Longer term direction and trend are calculated using historic data, and
since our focus is purely on Gold we strongly believe this eliminates
noise and the need for data cleansing.
All our techniques are back-tested over 10 years. This is done to ensure
our technique have high statistical profitability, over all market
conditions.
We are constantly evaluating and reviewing these signals with our large
network of traders to ensure we can tweak parameters as market
conditions evolve over time.
While many hedge funds invest in some illiquid assets and require the
investors to accept long redemption periods, our trading strategies are
focusing on liquid financial instruments (e.g. gold spot trading) that
allow mark-to-market valuation and short capital redemption periods.
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Track Record
Our approach has produced reliable and stable returns in the past that are well above the industry
benchmark for hedge funds.
Since 2016 we have generated positive returns every month on positions traded by our senior trader
team. This includes more than 5 million lots and more than 50’000 positions traded since 2016.
The following shows the performance of selected portfolios managed by our senior traders:
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Products & Investment Advisory Services
As an independent asset manager and investment advisor, we can offer the
following services in our field of expertise, which covers the alternative
investment portion with a focus on gold spot trading:
Structuring, creation and management of collective investment schemes
(funds, etc.), tailored to your specific needs.
Management of individual portfolios based on power of attorney.
Investment advice with regard to the alternative investment portion in your
asset allocation.
Our focus is gold spot trading based on the signals that our proprietary data
analysis and software are creating (see Trading Strategy). We are happy to
discuss the structuring and creation of asset management solutions for
other commodities or other traded asset classes.
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Systematic investment process
Investment Process and Risk Management
DMA Investment Management focused on the gold market. Our investment process includes data
analysis, qualitative analysis of major fundamentals or political activity, seasonality and an investment
decision made by our senior trader team.
Our resources include a network of traders that is monitoring the market 24/7.
The following is an illustration of our investment process:
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Risk Management
Risk management is integral to our trading strategies. There are
inherent risk factors trading in any market. Our approach to risk
management follows simple rules, but with detailed analysis and
re-thought on a real time basis:
Our trading decisions follow our trend analysis, ensuring that
no matter what, we are always “on-trend”. This allows any
positions to be relatively safe at all times even with major
reversals of trend.
Trading decisions once made, usually following the
confirmation of a valid signal, result in a risk mitigation
approach. Where normal trading platforms would enter using
a single lot size, we break this up based on our research of
gold, and typical reversals and swings to ensure we capture
the movement. Our traded lot sizes are therefore chunked
and divided allowing us to sustain a measure of risk
mitigation, turning a potential loss situation into a win.
Many trading firms incentivise their staff in making larger,
over leveraged trades. The successes are phenomenal but so
are the losses! With our trading system there is no need to
over leverage beyond a safe, very conservative allocation.
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Who we are
Overview
DMA Investment Management has its roots in commodity trading
worldwide. The founders of DMA Investment Management have worked in
the following relevant areas:
Developing commodity trading platforms
Algorithmic trading
Trading surveillance
Legal and compliance
Operating a trading research academy based in the UK
Building a professional traders’ group with a sole focus on technical analysis
and commodity trading focusing on gold

Backed by decades of experience
The partners of DMA Investment Management have decades of trading
experience and have developed their own trading techniques and system.
Milestones archived by our partners include:
Developed Index Options products at the biggest options exchanged in the
US.
Developing and releasing trading platforms and trading algorithms for
several tier 1&2 banks and brokers in London, UK
Developing a market surveillance solution used by the largest interdealer
brokers
CRD IV, EMIR and MIFID II rollout for several UK, and European based banks,
brokers and Clearing Houses
Launch of trading academy to consolidate professional traders, decades of
trading algorithms and techniques and years of data analysis
Generating positive monthly returns on own trading portfolios using the
proprietary data analysis and signals
Gold market trend analysis

Research
The senior traders of DMA
Investment Management are
leading a network of 100+ traders
that regularly meet and discuss
market conditions. Our research
meetings work in a collaborative
and very studious atmosphere.

Our research is focused on looking for short, medium
and long-term trends in the gold market. We spend
considerable effort understanding the behaviour of
price on multiple time frames. We eliminate the noise
caused by fundamental events and guide our trading
journey using statistical analysis. The objective of this
research is to know at any one point where the price
will tend towards thereby ensuring the correct balance
of long and short positions.
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How to get in touch
Leutschenbachstrasse 95,
8050 Zürich,
Switzerland
+ 41 78 805 23 13

dmaim.com
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